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Chapter 8 

Meet the new Cornwall: Same as the old 
Cornwall 

 
If the state and the development lobby’s pressure on local elites and the 

ideological power of the growth myth weren’t enough we have a final factor 

unique to Cornwall. This operates to fuel the growth culture and twist it into a 

particular shape.  

 

In 2011 an eight part TV series was produced extolling Cornwall and fronted by 

Caroline Quentin. This was aired in 2012 and triggered a rush of enquiries to 

estate agents and accommodation providers. According to the West Briton (15 

Mar 2012), the holiday lettings company Unique Cornwall saw a thirty-fold jump 

in visits to its website while the phonelines to Miller Commercial didn’t stop 

ringing. These programmes, where Quentin ‘discovered’ Cornwall (as have so 

many others over the past century), selected a particular image to project. 

According to the paper they concentrated on ‘high end tourist destinations … 

portraying the county [sic] as some sort of Knightsbridge on Sea’. It was a ‘more 

middle class portrayal, promoting the county [sic] as a land of sun, sea and a 

rather nice glass of sparkling rosé’. Malcolm Bell, Head of VisitCornwall, blandly 

stated ‘that’s not necessarily a bad thing … Viewers watched people being happy, 

loving where they live, in a spectacularly beautiful place, living a highly 

environmental, high quality life’.  

Strangely, despite all the management waffle about ‘can-do cultures’, ‘robust 

financial strategies’ and ‘transformational change’ in Can Do Cornwall, neither 

that text nor the Local Plan documentation make much of the decade-long project 

to move Cornwall up-market. Our coast is no longer ringed just by rocks and fat 

gulls but by restaurants and fat gourmets. Rock is now the destination of choice 

for every drunken public-school party-going dude. Property prices boom as luxury 

housing is marketed to the super rich and they bid up prices through asset 

speculation. Cornwall is now wired into the heart of London’s financial services 

sector in a way that was unimaginable a few decades ago. It’s rapidly becoming a 

bolthole for the rich. Cornwall Council, while not explicitly mentioning this, 

betrays no visible intention of resisting it. There appears to be a tacit acceptance 

that creating reservations for the rich along our coasts generally improves the 

tone of the place and is a welcome development, bringing lots of money to 

Cornwall which might just trickle down to the grateful peasants. 
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Despite its name, once we scratch the glitzy surface of this ‘new Cornwall’ project 

we find it’s just new make-up slapped on the tired old floozy of tourism. We were 

breathlessly told that all those businesses in London who were frantically ringing 

Cornish estate agents after being duped by Caroline Quentin’s ‘lifestyle 

programmes’ were eagerly seeking ‘aspirational businesses’ (as opposed 

presumably to unpromising or hopeless businesses). But the ‘aspirational 

businesses’ they were desperately seeking turn out to be those offering a 

‘lifestyle opportunity, typically galleries, small boutique hotels and niche 

environmentally friendly holiday parks’ (West Briton, 15 Mar 2012). So, step 

away from the meaningless post-modernist verbiage and we have the same old 

tourism, red in tooth and claw although in reality looking a bit grey and grizzled 

these days. It’s still feeding off hackneyed and trite representations of Cornwall 

as a more natural, slightly green lifestyle retreat and the antithesis of 

metropolitan angst. The ‘new Cornwall’ may try to sell sophisticated exclusivity 

but at its core this is no new Cornwall at all. It’s one we’ve been very familiar 

with ever since the Newlyn School of painters imposed their vision of Cornwall on 

us way back in the 1880s. 

 

 

What’s tourism ever done for us? 

So what exactly is the problem with tourism? Readers of a sensitive disposition 

may like to skip the next bit as it contains disturbing material. 

 

In his blog in October 2010 Independent Councillor Andrew Wallis enthusiastically 

reported a meeting of the Council’s Tourism Panel. Those present were 

apparently regaled by facts and figures showing how important tourism was. The 

only slight problem however was that the facts and figures didn’t actually add up. 

It was claimed that tourism provided Cornwall with £1.5 billion a year and made 

up just over 20 per cent of Cornwall’s economic product. Councillors were also 

told that tourism employed 21 per cent of the Cornish workforce. Suspicions 

should have been aroused by the rather amazing coincidence that these two 

figures – the proportion of GDP and the proportion of the workforce - were 

roughly identical. Because that would imply that tourism, with its higher 

proportion of low-paid, part-time jobs, nonetheless manages to be just as 

productive as the rest of the economy. 
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Something wasn’t quite ringing true here. In fact, according to official labour 

market statistics, tourism-related jobs in Cornwall in 2008 made up 14.4 per cent 

of all employee jobs, not 21 per cent (Nomis official labour market statistics, at 

https://www.nomisweb.co.uk/). Even if those jobs were as productive as the rest 

(which stretches credibility well beyond its limits) this suggests a tourist sector 

income of somewhere around £1 billion rather than £1.5 billion. But what’s 

gratuitous inflation by at least a half among friends? Furthermore, tourism is 

becoming less rather than more important to the Cornish economy. Back in 1995 

14.8 per cent of paid jobs were found in tourism. True, the absolute number of 

tourism-related jobs has jumped by 32 per cent since then. But non-tourism jobs 

grew even faster – by 35 per cent. This stands in stark contrast to the rest of 

Britain, where tourist jobs grew by 28 per cent and all jobs by just 17 per cent.  

 

There are alternatives to credulously swallowing the usual hype designed to 

assure us how tourism is vital to our very existence. We now have a more reliable 

calculation by the Office of National Statistics (2011) which measured the 

importance of tourism expenditure in regional economies. So how important is 

tourism to Cornwall? By the amount of attention it receives it must be at least 50 

per cent surely. After all, everyone tells us that there’s nothing else going on in 

Cornwall but tourism and without the tourist pound we’d all starve. But what a 

surprise! The ONS discovered that in fact spending by tourists contributes a mere 

11 per cent to spending in Cornwall. Furthermore, the level of GVA attributable to 

tourism in Cornwall is 7 per cent, which is actually lower than its contribution in 

northern Scotland, North Yorkshire, outer London and Surrey & Sussex. So the 

Massive growth spotted – in tourism sector statistics 
The figures of the purported importance of tourism to the Cornish economy 
are subject to dizzying levels of inflation. The ‘20%’ reported by Cllr Wallis 
was within a week inflated to ‘25% of our GDP coming from tourism’ by 
Simon Tregoning, managing director of Classic Cottages (West Briton 7 Oct 
2010). By July 2012 Kim Conchie, CEO of the Cornwall Chamber of 
Commerce was heard on Radio Cornwall in a silly season piece on how rain 
is bad for tourism. Mr Conchie said ‘as we know, 34% of Cornwall’s GDP is 
tourist-related’ (BBC Radio Cornwall 3 July 2012). Needless to say, the 
Radio Cornwall presenter let this pass without requesting the source for 
these interesting statistics. In fact, ‘tourist-related’ could mean anything. If I 
owned a bakery and one tourist came in to buy a pasty but my other 
thousand customers were all locals then I suppose the business might be 
‘tourist-related’. So why stop at 34%? Why not 50%. Or 80%? Or even 
100%?  
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next time some know-it-all tells you that we’re dependent on tourism in Cornwall, 

remind them that the catering trade contributes around a tenth to the Cornish 

economy, and is less important here than in London and the Home Counties. 

Having said this obviously tourism remains an important part of the Cornish 

economy. But first let’s get its role in proper perspective and second, let’s then 

also consider the considerable short and long-term negative consequences of 

tourism.  

 

Face the facts rather than believe the spin. Fortunately, the share of tourism in 

our economy is declining. I say 'fortunately' because of the disastrous knock-on 

effects of an economy over-dependent on tourism. In an all too brief flash of 

lucidity immediately following the award of EU Objective One funding to Cornwall 

a decade backalong, some of Cornwall’s ruling clique belatedly recognised that 

tourism compromised their grand plans to boost the Cornish economy. They 

wanted to diversify. While not exactly spelt out, the corollary of this was plain. 

The role of tourism had to be reined back. This was a welcome although 

desperately delayed realisation.  

 

Since the 1890s anyone who has cared to think about such matters has 

recognised that tourism is a blight. For instance, it condemns Cornwall to a low-

wage economy. But tourism brings with it much, much worse consequences than 

poverty wages and seasonal unemployment. Not only does it tie us to an ailing 

economy vulnerable to changes in income and fashion in the centre and politico-

economic events on the Continent but more crucially it reinforces external 

representations of Cornwall as just a place to holiday in, not somewhere to be 

taken at all seriously. In the longer run it encourages past holidaymakers to 

become present residents (either permanent or temporary) and plays a – perhaps 

the – key role in encouraging and maintaining high levels of in-migration. 

Tourism locks us into a dire demographic regime of excessive and unsustainable 

population growth which is fundamentally reshaping Cornwall’s culture and 

thoughtlessly tearing up our familiar landscapes. 

 

Facts about the precise role of tourism in our economy are ultimately irrelevant 

as tourism thrives on myth and mystery. Unfortunately, the tourist lobby survived 

the scare it got when that flash of rationality momentarily illuminated decision-

makers at the end of the 1990s. It had burrowed too deeply into the fabric of 

local governance to be so easily exorcised. Lobbyists such as VisitCornwall 

survived. And indeed prospered. Cornwall Council pays VisitCornwall via its 
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Cornwall Development Company up to £4.5 million a year (the exact amount is 

for some reason difficult to find in the Council’s budget), to hype up Cornwall’s 

tourist sector. What happens is that VisitCornwall or its big brother Visit Britain 

pays some consultant to come up with back of the fag packet conclusions about 

the importance of tourism based on wishful thinking and guesswork. This is then 

churned out to the public by an uncritical local media. Meanwhile VisitCornwall 

and the Council have been busy rebranding tourism to appeal to a more up-

market ‘quality’ clientele, which explains their enthusiastic endorsement of life-

style media blitzing. 

 

But tourism is an insidious serpent slithering into the Cornish body politic. Or, if 

you prefer another metaphor, a leech fastened onto our institutions, sucking the 

life blood from them, corrupting and distorting policies and encouraging colossally 

wasteful policy follies. 

 

For example, questions might have been asked about the make-up of the new 

Local Enterprise Partnership (LEP), established in 2011. Given its share of the 

economy, one would have expected the tourism lobby to have had one seat on 

the eleven member LEP board. Instead two are directly involved with tourism and 

another couple have close links. Several of the rest clearly share traditional 

tourism-generated myths about Cornwall. Gaynor Coley is the Managing Director 

of the Eden Project tourist theme park and Tim Smit’s partner (Western Morning 

News, 7 Mar 2013), while Simon Tregoning runs Classic Cottages, marketing 700 

holiday cottages. He also chairs the Partnership Board to VisitCornwall and 

various lobbying groups such as the Cornwall Commercial Tourism Federation and 

the Cornwall Association of Holiday House Agencies. Then we have the Leader of 

Cornwall Council, which funds VisitCornwall. This was formerly Alec Robertson, 

with a background in the ‘hospitality’ trade. Not to mention Robin Teverson. This 

Liberal Democrat peer and Cornwall Councillor was chairman of Wessex Investors 

and Hotel Operators, a Plymouth based group of property developers which is 

involved in housebuilding projects at Launceston and Liskeard. He was also 

previously adviser to the group with a substantial interest in ‘The Beach’, the 

massive second home development at Carlyon Bay. 

 

 

Caving in to the tourist lobby: the case of Crinnis beach 

London-based property developers the Commercial Estates group plan to build 

511 second homes on Crinnis and neighbouring beaches. Well, they’ve been 
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planning it for yonks now but still not actually building yet as the project remains 

on hold" until markets improve’. Meanwhile, the site remains a desolate place of 

decrepit buildings, high security fencing and rusting hulks of metal (Western 

Morning News, 11 Mar 2013). Commercial Estates had its outline planning 

permission finally confirmed in the summer of 2011 after many years of hot 

disputation going back to 1990. At that time, the former Restormel Borough 

Council, renowned for granting planning permission at the drop of a hat to the 

first developer who happened along with a wad of cash, gave permission for 511 

luxury tourist apartments to be built on two of the three beaches at Carlyon Bay. 

Nothing much then happened for several years. Until a bunch called Ampersand, 

trading as 'The Beach', bought the derelict Coliseum, Cornwall’s rock music venue 

of choice in the 1970s and 1980s, along with 50 acres of land behind the 

beaches. 

 

They then stuck in a planning application for apartments costing from £400,000 

to over £800,000 each. These were going to rear up behind the beach and came 

with leisure and retail space. All this was to be fronted by a sea wall to protect it 

from rising sea levels. This rise is of course exacerbated by people doing things 

such as driving their four by fours to their luxury apartments in places like this or 

nipping onto the next convenient plane from London to Newquay for a weekend 

break. According to the Independent (22 June 2007), this interest coincided with 

the ‘tourist tide’ created by the Eden project, another example of the insidious 

knock-on effect of that particular theme park. The same newspaper reported that 

Ampersand had spent a reputed £100,000 buying window and sales space in 

Selfridges in Oxford Street to publicise their plans for expensive boltholes in 

Cornwall to their likely market. 

 

The company began the beach works at Carlyon Bay preparatory to building in 

2002/03. But there was one small problem. They hadn’t actually got detailed 

planning permission first. Developer Johny Sandelson was unperturbed. ‘I don’t 

think it is likely or credible that consent will be rejected’, he confidently stated, 

while dismissing growing local opposition as ‘a minor irritant’ (Evening Standard, 

13 May 2008). His arrogance was well founded as Ampersand was working hand 

in glove with Restormel Council planners. Unfortunately for Sandelson, who left 

Ampersand at the end of 2003, the plans were called in and Ampersand withdrew 

its application in 2004. The Government, in the face of a well organised local 

protest campaign, called a Public Inquiry which dragged on until 2006 when 

permission for the beach works was refused on grounds of sustainability, 
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transport and coastal planning. Ampersand was given a generous four years in 

which to restore the damage they had caused to the beach and reopen public 

access. In the meantime even the toothless Advertising Standards Authority 

found Ampersand in breach of its advertising code. In May 2004 they upheld two 

of the five complaints made by the Cornwall Wildlife Trust about Ampersand’s 

ludicrous claims that no natural habitats would be lost. 

 
Having stalled for three years and refused to put right the havoc they’d wreaked 

on the local environment, it transpired in 2009 that Ampersand had quietly re-

opened negotiations with Cornwall Council planners, perhaps even with the same 

ex-Restormel planners who had loyally supported them throughout the Public 

Home from home for the Home Counties 
Those in charge of the Local Plan persist in lecturing us that the demand to 
move to Cornwall exists and must be accommodated. But they decline to 
inform us what produces this demand. One major factor is the way Cornwall is 
packaged. Almost every week the property or travel pages of the broadsheet 
press run lifestyle features selling Cornwall and its ‘attractions’ to an up-
market demographic. 
 
To take one example from a constant deluge of pieces, the Daily Telegraph on 
9 June 2012 ran a ‘Westcountry special’ in its property section. ‘There has 
never been a better time to buy a weekend retreat in the westcountry’, it told 
its readers. The geographically challenged Telegraph in fact focused not on the 
West Country but on Cornwall. Here was a chance to ‘snap up your own slice 
of this gorgeous corner of England’. ‘A second home here is still a lifetime 
pass to an idyll far removed from London’s sweat and smoke’ it enthused 
while providing examples of Cornish property for sale at the knock-down 
prices of £495,000, £695,000 and £835,000. It provided examples for others to 
emulate. One couple had moved from (‘sweaty and smoky’?) Hampshire to 
buy not just one but three ‘rundown’ properties and convert them into 
‘charming cottages’. Now they were intending to sell two of them off for 
£475,000 and £725,000 while keeping the third as a holiday let. 
 
The Telegraph’s Cornwall is a geographically restricted one stretching from 
Launceston past Tintagel down as far as the Camel estuary. This is Cameron’s 
Cornwall, Knightsbridge-on-sea. In this idyll the ‘natives’, when they get a 
mention, are reported to have ‘a bit of a reputation for being brusque with 
second-homers’. But fear not. The Telegraph assured its readers there was no 
prospect of any Straw Dogs scenario here. ‘Far from being cold-shouldered by 
the locals, Elizabeth says she and her husband were welcomed from the start’. 
 
So ‘whether you’re looking for a glorious holiday home for a young family, a 
buy-to-let beach house, or a rundown cottage to renovate, the westcountry 
[sic] is studded with gems’. But if you’re looking for an affordable home in 
order to stay in the land of your birth then forget it. 
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Inquiry. A planning agreement was reached on 2nd June 2009, conveniently a few 

days before the unitary elections. This put forward another proposal. It was, they 

trumpeted, a ‘new approach’. This must have been a previously unknown way of 

defining ‘new’ as the scheme still involved building 511 luxury units though this 

time some of them could be residential rather than holiday homes. Ampersand 

made much of the brownfield site of the old Coliseum but up to 30 per cent of the 

building was to be on land outside this area, including Polgaver Beach, which was 

not part of the original application. 

 

Ampersand was in fact a front body for Commercial Estates Group, a privately 

owned property investment company with offices in Harrogate, London and 

Cornwall. This company, founded in 1989, in 2010 had a portfolio of 89 

properties, including ‘The Beach’, with a total capital value of £547 million. Its 

chairman was Gerard Versteegh, a Swedish property magnate worth around £200 

million and ranking 377th in the Times Rich List of 2008. In 2007 Versteegh 

owned a small £20 million home in Kensington. 

 

Local campaigners viewed the company’s strategy as one of wrecking the beach 

and leaving the site a complete shambles. That done, local voices would start 

squealing about the need to clean it all up, for example by a nice, tidy luxury 

housing development. Voices such as those of Malcolm Bell, at the time head of 

South West Tourism. Bell was ‘bemused by the objections’ in 2007, asserting that 

‘a new development must be better than the brownfield site currently blotting the 

landscape’. He was not alone. The Western Morning News threw its weight behind 

the development in 2007. ‘Cornwall needs a classy plan like this’ they bleated, 

unfazed by the utter lack of evidence for their statement. 

 

Given its record of deliberately encouraging the sale of Cornish assets and 

support for unsustainable population growth, Cornwall Council’s decision in 2011 

to allow this ‘development’ came as little surprise. It justified it by its ‘economic 

benefits’ and by the fact that outline planning permission had originally been 

given 20 years earlier, albeit by the deeply compromised former planning 

authority at Restormel. Predictably, if rather tiresomely, building 511 residential 

units entirely aimed at an upcountry and upmarket demographic was defined in 

the brave new old world of Cornwall Council as ‘forward thinking and sustainable’. 

Even more predictably, its developers describe it as ‘bold and transformational’. 

They ‘want to be part of Cornwall’s bright future’ but, rather more ominously, also 

want ‘Cornwall to be part of us’ (at www.carlyonbeach.com). As we tremble at 
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the thought of that, note that the planning application was accompanied by the 

rather startling claim that these 511 units plus the associated works will have a 

‘human scale’. This is the latest buzz-phrase building proposals now include. 

(What were they before? Inhuman?) Moreover, in a familiar sleight of hand 

worthy of the inner sanctum of the Magic Circle, the parking for 840 more cars 

will actually generate a 15 per cent reduction in carbon emissions. The planners 

in 2011 claimed this tourist-focused venture would also have a moderate or 

major ‘beneficial effect’ on local tourism. Hold on though. Wasn’t this the 

‘strategic’ planning committee? And didn’t the strategy that accompanied 

Objective One funding recognise Cornwall’s over-dependence on tourism as one 

of its fundamental problems. So is it no longer a problem? 

 

A chorus of local businesses had been tempted by the idea that catering for the 

luxury tourist and second-home market by effectively urbanising a beach would 

help ‘regenerate’ St Austell. St Austell Brewery boss and chair of St Austell 

Business Economic Forum James Staughton was one. Local Lib Dem MP Steve 

Gilbert, who had sat on the fence on the scheme during the 2010 general 

election, was another and wrote to the Council in support of the vested interests 

favouring ‘The Beach’ (Cornish Guardian, 29 Jun 2011). At least local businesses 

have the excuse of a vested interest. And Lib Dem politicians are hardly the most 

consistent folk in the world. The problem the Council’s Strategic Planning 

Committee faced was that their officers informed them that legally planning 

permission for ‘The Beach’ already existed so they had little choice but to nod it 

through in 2011. Some were more enthusiastic than others however.  

 

One councillor warned at the time  that opponents to plans like this can ‘lead to 

an in [sic] balance of the true public feeling’ (Cllr Wallis’s blog, at  

http://www.cllrandrewwallis.co.uk/2011/07/carlyon-bay-has-future.html). So 

they should be ignored? What a quaintly old-fashioned view of the planning 

process. Rational and disinterested councillors make decisions in the public good, 

clinically determining the ‘truth’ of public feeling after listening to the cut and 

thrust of reasoned argument from developers and the public. The problem with 

this rosy vision is what’s left out. Where are the cynical developers with their 

financial resources, the mercenary consultants, the Council’s own planning 

department? These agents work assiduously behind the scenes to promote the 

degeneration of Cornwall and protect their own jobs and profits. But they’re lost 

to sight, hidden from the public gaze, conveniently airbrushed out of the picture, 
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innocent and invisible as the juggernaut of hyper-development rolls on over our 

land. 

 

 

The Olympic spirit: captured and canned by the tourist lobby 

If we want to pursue the inescapable influence of the ever-present tourist lobby 

further we might turn to the route of the Olympic torch relay that was not 

actually a relay in 2012. This quasi-militarised exercise in corporate sponsorship 

and mass distraction was designed, so we were assured, to bring the torch to 95 

per cent of a breathlessly expectant population. Strange then that in Cornwall it 

took the utmost care to avoid our largest urban conglomeration completely, 

steering well to the south of Camborne-Redruth. George Eustice, Tory MP for that 

benighted area and down-to-earth farmer or wily PR operator depending on the 

phases of the moon, was not at all pleased. Personally, I’d have thought that this 

was an occasion for wild rejoicing on the part of the inhabitants of Camborne-

Redruth, spared the awful embarrassment of being herded out to gawp at a 

flaming torch. But for George it was a ‘cock-up’. He asked ‘what on earth were 

the organisers thinking’? (West Briton, 24 May 2012). 

Well, what were they thinking? The London 2012 Organising Committee (LOCOG) 

claimed in the local press (West Briton, 10 Nov 2011) that the route was decided 

‘using local expertise’. But who were those anonymous experts who told them to 

bypass Camborne-Redruth and veer instead through as many touristy places as 

possible? Visit the Committee’s website and we discover that the route was 

decided after a series of workshops involving ‘local authorities … plus 

representatives from tourism, heritage, sustainability, culture, education and 

sport.’ These workshops were organised on the basis of the ‘regions and nations’ 

of the UK. So, as the Cornish nation has to be ignored on the orders of Nick 

Clegg, did ‘local expertise’ reside at a regional level? 

It appears not, as we find out that there were County [sic] Working Groups and a 

‘Team Cornwall’ that was focused on ‘engaging the county [sic] in the world’s 

greatest sporting and cultural festival’. We're told Team Cornwall was a ‘multi-

skilled’ partnership involving: 

• Cornwall Sports Partnership (which includes agencies of Cornwall Council) 

• School Sports Partnerships (with a heavy involvement of the education 

authority which is of course Cornwall Council) 
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• Cornwall Museums 

• VisitCornwall (funded by Cornwall Council) 

• Cornwall Council Leisure (part of Cornwall Council) 

• Cornwall Council Economic Development (also part of Cornwall Council) 

This body was therefore heavily connected with Cornwall Council, which directly 

runs three of the six partners and indirectly has a major say in two of the others. 

Sure enough, the County [sic] Working Group was chaired by Adam Paynter, Lib 

Dem Cornwall Councillor for Launceston North. And it was serviced by Cornwall 

Council, which provided its secretary. However, despite being funded by public 

money, there were no publicly accessible minutes of its proceedings. In the 

absence of transparency or evidence to the contrary, we can only assume 

therefore that the ‘local expertise’ involved in advising on the choice of route lay 

not a million miles from Truro. Which is presumably why Council Leader Alec 

Robertson was distinctly unsympathetic to the whinges from Camborne-Redruth’s 

MP. He said  

While we appreciate that some communities may be disappointed 

that LOCOG has not chosen their particular town or village as part of 

the official route, this does not mean they won’t be able to join in the 

party, as the aim is for those areas to host the Olympic Torch Relay 

on behalf of their surrounding communities (West Briton, 10 Nov 

2011). 

 

To find the identity of those who ignored Camborne-Redruth, once Cornwall’s 

‘central’ district but now apparently just a community ‘surrounding’ Helston, 

Falmouth or Truro, George Eustice might therefore have profitably looked no 

further than Lys Kernow. For the ‘local experts’ turned out to be Cornwall Council, 

heavily involved in advising and supporting a route designed solely to boost 

Cornwall’s ailing tourist industry.  

 

 

Of toilets and taxes 

In southern Europe humiliated politicians are prised from office. In Cornwall 

politicians squabble over who pays for public toilets. In 2011 Cornwall Council 

first proposed cutting half of them. Toilets that is rather than politicians (although 
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see next chapter). They then partly backtracked in the face of public concerns. At 

first glance it looks as if the two issues – panic in the eurozone and closing toilets 

in Cornwall – are unconnected. But they are connected. They’re both facets of the 

same phenomenon – the attack on the living standards and civilised conditions of 

the many to protect the wealth of the few. 

Whether from millionaire Tories or Lib Dems in the UK, well-heeled ‘social 

democrats’ in Greece, or sophisticated French figureheads at the IMF, the 

message for the rest of us is identical. Work harder. And longer. For less pay. And 

we’ll make sure you do by slicing your pensions to poverty levels. And while we’re 

at it we’ll slash the infrastructure of the welfare state. It’s full speed to barbarism 

so the toilets – not much chance of an honest profit there – have to go. Whatever 

you do don’t mention the fact that the so-called debt crisis could be solved almost 

overnight by taxing the rich. We mustn’t touch the £4.5 trillion the top 10 per 

cent own. For they’re our wealth creators – the geese who lay the golden eggs. 

And in any case we – the political class – are all in it together with them. So let’s 

divert your attention with large helpings of nationalism, Olympics and the royals, 

and squabbles over toilets. 

But where are the ringing denunciations from our local politicians of the 

threadbare ‘austerity programme’ or the attack on the poor designed to stiffen up 

labour discipline? Where are the innovative local solutions that might pay for the 

toilets? For example, now is surely the time to revisit the excellent proposal for a 

locally set tourist tax. In June 2011 it was left to Cornwall Council’s corporate 

director for planning Tom Flanagan to raise the possibility of a £1 a night tourist 

tax. (In an amazing coincidence Flanagan surprisingly took voluntary redundancy 

from his £135,000 post just months afterwards (West Briton, 23 Dec 2011)). Yet 

this eminently sensible idea was soundly pilloried in the local press. It was hardly 

a surprise that the tourist lobby hysterically condemned it. But so did Tory and 

Lib Dem councillors. Yet in Brittany tourist taxes - levied by communes 

(equivalent to our parish level) – are commonplace and vary from €0.50 to €2 a 

night per person. According to VisitCornwall tourists spent 23 million nights in 

Cornwall in 2008. So a modest 50p a night tourist tax could generate at least £10 

million.  

This would be enough to pay for the shortfall in Cornwall Council’s toilets budget 

six or seven times over. Or pay five years of the bus subsidy that council leaders 

are cutting. Or, to put it into terms they’re more likely to understand, it’s equal to 

three years of money thrown down the toilet at Newquay airport. It only seems 
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fair that tourists should pay towards the facilities that they use. This would have 

the added advantage in the medium term of reducing our dependence on tourism 

and in the long term contribute in small measure towards helping to reduce in-

migration. It looks like a no-brainer. So why was no councillor brave enough to 

champion it? 

 

 

Land of myth and misinformation 

Tourism thrives on contrasts as well as myths. The lazy, leisurely periphery in 

contrast to the workaday, busy core. Work time is replaced by ‘free’ time. The 

world is turned upside-down for a fortnight or a long weekend. A carnivalesque 

atmosphere of unrestrained libido takes over from suburban man and woman. 

The mundane morphs into the mysterious. And what do the hordes of happy 

holidaymakers find when they arrive? Traffic jams. Just like home. Which gets 

tourism bosses indulging in an annual silly season of whining and whinging. 

 

Tim Jones, Devonwall business spokesperson, lamented in the summer of 2010 

how ‘the delays are affecting how tourists, in particular, perceive the 

Westcountry. It is a poor way to greet people arriving in the peninsula. There 

were reports at the weekend that it took some people eight hours to get from 

London to Devon’. Head of VisitCornwall, Malcolm Bell, chipped in: ‘Because of 

the lack of resources, we are not going to be able to build our way out of the 

problem although we might be able to improve key pinch points. As the adage 

says, necessity is the mother of invention and innovation’ (This is Cornwall, 19 

Aug 2010) And what innovation did they call for? For the government to set up an 

‘emergency committee’ to ‘tackle gridlock’. 

 

Pardon me, gents, but isn’t the underlying problem crystal clear to all but 

business and tourism leaders? A combination of rapid population growth and the 

fantasy of ever-increasing tourist numbers in a finite space inevitably leads to …. 

well, congestion. 

 

The possible answers to this dilemma are not that puzzling. The first is to build a 

lot more roads. This isn’t on the agenda, outside relatively short stretches of new 

road at Camborne, Newquay and Bodmin and dualling short bits of the A30, the 

aim of which is to enable even more houses to be built and a lot more in-migrants 

and second home owners to be accommodated. But major new dual carriageways 

are not the current policy answer. Not because they only encourage our suicidal 
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rush to species extinction. Nor because it will speed up the process of 

transforming Cornwall into a replica of everywhere else and therefore 

fundamentally undermine the basis for the whole tourist industry. It’s because 

the government doesn’t have the spare cash at present. That leaves us with the 

other option which must surely be to limit tourist or in-migrant numbers. Or both. 

But as any hint of policies that might work towards reducing tourism or in-

migration causes the brain cells of the business and tourism class to start 

shorting out, that answer is not allowed to be defined as ‘practical’ politics. 

 

It’s tricky therefore to see exactly what an ‘emergency committee’ could achieve, 

apart from tinkering with those ‘pinch points’. So tourist policy is doomed to 

match the requirements of the economy for an ever-expanding market, even if 

this ultimately destroys what’s being sold. So cram them all in. Add to the 

overcrowded hell that Cornwall has become. Meanwhile, we residents will remain 

out of sight and out of mind, cowering indoors. There’s no worry that our 

moaning away at the chaos of modernity will disturb the peace of the sparkling 

necklaces of aluminium, rubber and steel draped across our landscape. Come on 

in and join the fun. Enjoy the jams. The place is lovely. Or was once. 

This is not the only time when some of our opinion-formers give the distinct 

impression of having lost their marbles. When disinformation fails, the tourist 

lobby is disturbingly prone to resort to hysteria. A good example took place in 

2012 when government-induced petrol panic buying threatened to ruin the Easter 

tripper trade. Tourism bosses in Cornwall called for ‘the Government to send in 

troops to quell widespread fuel panic’ (Western Morning News, 31 Mar 2012). 

Curiously, the panic buying was described as ‘hysteria’ but the over the top call 

for the army to step in was seen as perfectly reasonable. 

 

 

Loving Cornwall to death: the prison of external stereotypes 

We have to look beyond Cornwall for the reason the slightly off-the-wall nuttiness 

of our tourism lobby is taken with all due seriousness by the media and other 

‘opinion-formers’ in Cornwall. Local myths are fed by wider stereotypes that are 

deeply ingrained in English society. These are the stereotypes I identified in 

Chapter 4 – of Cornwall as a ‘purer, more natural and faintly green sort of place, 

an antidote to metropolitan civilisation, a place to escape the hustle and bustle, 

stress and pollution of urban life’. The high in-migration rates of the past half 

century have now inevitably given those stereotypes wide currency even in 
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Cornwall itself, especially among a mobile and transient ‘project class’ that is 

keen on imposing suburbanisation on us disguised as regeneration.  

 

For an example of the stereotypes in action let’s take the Mor Cliff development 

near Chapel Porth at St Agnes. This is by no means the worst sort of building in 

Cornwall, involving seven ‘eco-friendly’ holiday homes built to high specifications. 

But note the colour supplement lifestyle magazine language used to market them 

to prospective buyers (http://morcliff.co.uk/). Pictures of deserted beaches and 

countryside are accompanied by the headings ‘fantastic views’, or ‘inspired by the 

elements’. We are reminded (several times) of the ‘deep blue ocean, rugged 

coastline and wild green countryside’ which ‘perfectly combine to create a setting 

of tranquillity and relaxation’.  

 

The message is come to Cornwall to relax in ‘an inspirational setting’, in an area 

of outstanding natural beauty (which makes one wonder how the development 

ever got planning permission in the first place). Although this area of outstanding 

natural beauty will soon have an additional seven parking spaces and related 

number of vehicle trips up and down the narrow local lanes. Here, you’ll ‘find your 

space’ amidst ‘ever changing scenery’ in a ‘traditional Cornish location’. The 

holiday homes are located next to St Agnes, ‘a charming little town full of Cornish 

character, lively, welcoming and community-spirited’, although increasingly 

blighted by up-market second homes. Further afield are the ‘Cathedral City of 

Truro’ and of course the conveniently situated Newquay/Cornwall Airport. Also 

mentioned are Tate St Ives and the Eden Project, those other quintessential 

elements of ‘new Cornwall’ marketing. And if you get jaded by all that then 

Cornwall is ‘a food lovers’ paradise’. Finally, under the tag ‘Cornwall [sic] 

activities’, just in case we’ve forgotten we’re again reminded of the ‘magnificent 

sandy beaches, wild green countryside, huge craggy cliffs’. All in all, Cornwall is 

‘one big, beautiful playground’ for anyone who can afford the £265,000 to 

£450,000 needed to buy one of these holiday homes. 

 

The company behind this - Bromley Estates Ltd - is rather coy about itself. Could 

it be the same Bromley Estates who are property developers based in Shropshire? 

Their agents are Pure Cornwall, a company marketing luxury holiday cottages and 

self-proclaimed ‘experts in Cornwall [sic] property sales throughout the county 

[sic] of Cornwall’. Unfortunately, Pure Cornwall, based at Truro, was unable to 

use its expertise to advise Bromley Estates to revise the odd choice of name for 

its development - Mor Cliff - half Cornish, half English. What’s wrong with Als an 
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Mor (or Sea Cliff come to that)? But this is hardly surprising from developers who 

either warp Cornish placenames into meaningless gibberish, get the grammar 

bizarrely wrong (for example the toe-curling Lowen Bre at Truro) or replace them 

with foreign names such as Acorn View or Meadow Lakes. 

 

 
However, the same stereotypes cast their shadow much further than the holiday 

cottage trade. For an example of how far they dominate the cultural space take 

the BBC’s Election 2010 site. This website contained a series of constituency 

profiles. But when it came to Cornwall it soon became very plain that the BBC 

couldn’t cope with empirical facts and had to replace them with crude 

stereotypes. 

 

Two myths in particular permeated the six Cornish constituency profiles. The first 

was the myth of tourism. In five of the six constituencies tourism was picked out 

for special mention. In St Ives, the short 250 word profile still found space to 

swoon over the ‘cultural history,’ mild climate’, ‘wide sandy beaches’ and 

‘beautiful landscape’ which ‘generates millions of pounds for the tourist industry’. 

The artistic community and Tate St Ives ‘draw in thousands more visitors per 

year’. But what are the facts? In Penwith, according to the NOMIS website, 

tourist-related employment amounts to 21 per cent. But the biggest employment 

sector is not tourism at all but public administration, education and health, with 

28 per cent. But this was rendered invisible. The only non-tourist occupation that 

got a mention was the ‘thriving construction industry’. Which is suitably 

So much to offer 
Purveyors of the ‘new Cornwall’ also seem constitutionally unable to escape 
the assumption that Cornwall’s future lies in accommodating a never-ending 
flow of in-migrants. An example cropped up in journalist Robert McCrum’s 
sneering piece rubbishing the ‘separatists’ of MK (Observer, 24 Jun 2012). 
McCrum wrote about the ‘golden triangle of Padstow, Rock and Polzeath 
which is linked to the global economy, drips with superfast broadband and 
positively gleams as it enthusiastically throws itself into the growth of English 
domestic tourism’. Resorting to the typical device of doubling the importance 
of the latter in the Cornish economy – never let a few facts disturb some 
comfortable stereotypes – McCrum interviewed a hotelier who stated ‘we 
should be selling the idea that, down here [sic], you can do a day’s work and 
still have an hour’s surfing before it gets dark, the quality of life we have to 
offer is extraordinary’. Offer to those yet to live ‘down here’, that is. Thank 
heavens for this dynamic new thinking. 
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mysterious as it’s not particularly thriving in Penwith and employs fewer people 

there than in the rest of Cornwall. 

 

This unhealthy fixation on tourism was then churned out across the other 

constituencies. In Truro and Falmouth, where the main points of interest for the 

blinkered BBC were the ‘cathedral city of Truro, idyllic Roseland peninsula and the 

historic packet ship port of Falmouth’, we were sagely informed that the ‘main 

industry is now tourism’ and that distribution, hotels and restaurants account for 

40 per cent of employment. This was wrong on both counts. First, distribution 

includes a lot more than tourism and to suggest that the latter equates to the 

former was disingenuous in the extreme. In fact in Carrick the total employed in 

tourist-related jobs is just 10.5 per cent, not that much higher than the British 

average of 8.2 per cent. Second, the proportion employed in distribution, hotels 

and restaurants is actually 27 per cent, rather than the BBC-inflated 40 per cent. 

Again the main employer by far in this constituency is the public sector. But the 

BBC preferred made-up statistics to informing us of real facts such as the higher 

than average number of part-time jobs in Cornwall or the proportion of second 

homes, neither of which were deemed worthy of mention.  

 

In the St Austell and Newquay constituency the residents of St Austell were 

bemused to read that it is dominated by the ‘big tourist towns of St Austell and 

Newquay’. Here again, the BBC falsely asserted that ‘tourism is the biggest 

industry’, noting the Eden Project and surfing. Factually extremely challenged, it 

then made a rare foray out of tourism to tell us that the clay industry was 

booming and employing 3,000 people at St Austell, ‘Cornwall’s largest town’. 

Sorry, wrong again. On all points. 

 

North Cornwall was of course ‘particularly famous for tourism’ while South East 

Cornwall had a ‘thriving tourist industry’. Yes, tourism is more important as an 

employer in east Cornwall. But the BBC’s tedious obsession with tourism didn’t 

allow them to tell us that it actually accounts for 14.2 per cent and 13.4 per cent 

of employees in North and South East Cornwall respectively, about one in seven. 

Even here, public sector jobs are far more important. 

 

We all know – well, at least the BBC does – that where there’s tourism there’s 

retired folk. South East Cornwall, we read, has a ‘high proportion of retired 

people’. Furthermore, in Cornwall generally there’s a ‘quarter more retired people 

than the national average’. Sounds huge. But don’t worry about pavements 
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thronged with mobility scooters. The actual contrast is less striking. In England 

and Wales the proportion of people over 65 amounts to 16 per cent of the 

population. In Cornwall, it’s 20 per cent. In Caradon it’s actually a little lower – at 

19 per cent. 

 

The second hoary myth the BBC wheeled out in its constituency profiles was 

rurality. This blinded it completely to one of the fastest population growth and 

loss of countryside in the UK. It goes without saying that these failed to get a 

mention. Instead, we read that in Camborne and Redruth of all places ‘there is a 

great deal of rural land … much of it uninhabited’. Planned housing growth of 

more than a third over less than 20 years? Don’t worry citizens; you’re living in 

an uninhabited desert. The bizarre absurdity of this was then later demonstrated 

in the same profile which unblushingly went on to say that the constituency has 

‘one of the highest [population density rates] in the South West’! This 

constituency profile staggered on to tell us that much of Cornwall’s poverty is 

concentrated here. Which I guess explains why Camborne and Redruth is 

exceptional by being spared the lazy reference to the importance of tourism. In 

reality, the most deprived wards in Cornwall are found at Penzance. But silly me; 

I forget. That’s slap bang in the middle of a tourist arcadia of cultural history and 

beautiful landscape so poverty mustn't be allowed to intrude on that particular 

dream world.  

 

In St Austell and Newquay the ‘big tourist towns’ on the two coasts are separated 

by a ‘huge rural expanse’ in between. This purveyed the strong impression of an 

under-populated empty wilderness. Not a hint of the population growth suffered 

by the clay country villages in the last twenty years (the highest in Cornwall). 

These were conveniently airbrushed out to ensure the area stays ripe for 

colonisation. (Perfect for eco-communities in fact). In South East Cornwall we 

were informed that ‘most of the population live in small villages and former 

fishing ports’. In the real South East Cornwall 40 per cent live in the three 

dormitory towns of Liskeard, Saltash and Torpoint. Another 20 per cent who live 

in Callington, Calstock and Looe might also be surprised to learn they’re actually 

living in ‘small villages’. 

 

The level of research that went into these profiles could be bettered by a seven 

year old doing their first school project. It’s illustrated by a sentence in the 

Camborne and Redruth profile: ‘Camborne School of Mines is still a centre of 

excellence in its field’. This may be a bit of an enigma for those trying to hunt 
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down this centre of excellence which in fact was relocated to the neighbouring 

Truro and Falmouth constituency some five years previously. Meanwhile, in Truro 

and Falmouth the BBC was puzzled by Truro’s popularity as the ‘number one 

destination for retail and leisure’. This was ‘unusual’ as it’s not the biggest 

settlement in Cornwall. Only unusual that is if your idea of ‘usual’ is an English 

shire county. 

 

This nonsense would be farcical if it weren’t so serious. These dominant English 

stereotypes of Cornwall represent the place as some sort of underpopulated 

playground. Tourism is the only ‘industry’ they can see. Cornwall must be a 

deserted rural arcadia because it’s not urban. Indeed, it’s the opposite of urban 

life. In tourist playgrounds nothing much of consequence happens. The people 

who inhabit them have no history. They possess no politics. Political issues melt 

into air, scattered by the miasma of cringe-inducing nonsense that the BBC 

endlessly exudes. Information dissipates and all semblance of truth dissolves, 

replaced by an unreal cartoon Cornwall of happy tourists, contented retirees and 

invisible and uncomplaining natives. 

Let’s sum up. The message should be pretty clear by now. The tourist industry 

reproduces a particular image of Cornwall as a playground for the English middle 

classes. It uses this imagery to encourage people to holiday in Cornwall. Holiday 

experiences then create the desire to live in Cornwall either part-time or full-time 

and increase the likelihood of moving to Cornwall or purchasing a second home 

here. It’s hardly a coincidence that the onset of a mass catering industry in the 

1950s was followed within ten years by population turnaround and the beginnings 

of mass in-migration. However, far from recognising its role in stoking up growth 

pressures, policy-makers have taken the deliberate political decision to 

exacerbate the problem of tourism by subsidising this sector. Because of the 

power of prevailing stereotypes in the media and elsewhere a vociferous tourist 

lobby is able to exaggerate its role and distort strategic planning in Cornwall. 

To give some credit where it’s due though, some of Cornwall’s ruling elite did 

belatedly become aware that a continuing reliance on tourism is hardly the 

brightest of bright ideas. Directing EU grants towards higher education was one 

example of this, although even this aspect has still been overly influenced by 

traditional representations (and external institutional agendas – witness the 

University of Exeter’s assumption that Cornwall is the best place to site its 

‘Environmental Sustainability Institute’). But the emphasis is on finding additions 

to tourism rather than replacing it and there is little explicit recognition of 
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tourism’s insidious role in reproducing unsustainable population growth. The 

cultural inability to escape dominant myths lies at the heart of this failure of 

policy. Unfortunately, over-dependence on tourism reproduces a colonised 

outlook in Cornwall. Our decision-makers are psychologically structured by habits 

of thinking about Cornwall that prevent them demanding either a properly fair 

deal or equal treatment with the other nations of these islands. And many, 

though by no means all, of the type of migrant attracted to the idea of living in a 

tourist arcadia appear to be particularly ill-equipped to challenge stereotypes. 

 
 

From second (and third, and fourth, and …) home owners to temporary 

residents 

This is best illustrated by the ongoing second homes scandal. Second homes are 

a critical link between coming to Cornwall on holiday and becoming a permanent 

Cornish resident. They act to encourage a certain type of in-migrant and they 

feed off the up-market tourist sector. Yet until very recently the Council had to 

give a council tax discount – the minimum being 10 per cent – to second home 

owners. Even the Western Morning News thought this was ‘indefensible’ (2 May 

2012) and the Local Government Finance Bill gave local authorities the chance to 

scrap it entirely, although not to add a surcharge. Scrapping it saves Cornwall 

Council around £2 million a year (Western Morning News, 23 May 2012). 

Unfortunately, a knock-on effect will be that the number of second homes will 

become more difficult to discover. It would be hoped therefore that the Council 

will take immediate advantage of this and not stop there but begin to demand 

much more forcefully to be given the right to levy a council tax surcharge on 

second homes. Of course, given present policy, it’s more than likely that any 

Year round tourism: spreading the pain 
As Cornwall in late July and August reached saturation point many years ago 
the aim is now to extend the tourism season all year round. Not content with 
forcing hordes of visitors on us for a few months every summer the plan is to 
extend this delight into other seasons, making the chances of finding genuine 
peace and isolation in Cornwall increasingly impossible. In 2005 tourists spent 
25 million nights in Cornwall (SW Tourism, 2005). This implies that on any 
average day there was an extra 68,493 more people in Cornwall on top of the 
actual resident population. Therefore, the population of Cornwall - 532,000 
according to the 2011 Census - is in reality more like 600,000. Using the 
seasonal breakdown of occupancy rates (SW Research Company, 2010) I 
calculate this means the actual population fluctuates from around 560,000 in 
November-January to 650,000 in August. Which means we shall hit a million 
by 2100. 
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extra income would just be ploughed into further housing projects, thus 

exacerbating the problems highlighted here. 

 

But Cornwall Council has been a little ambiguous on the issue of second homes so 

far, committed as it is to a new Cornwall project that – wittingly or unwittingly – 

is bent on transforming the social characteristics of in-migrants, skewing them 

more blatantly towards the higher social groups. Make no mistake about it. 

Neither Cornwall Council nor its County Council predecessor tacitly condone this 

change; they positively welcome it. For example, they had no problem allowing 

companies selling second homes to advertise at the Council-owned airport in 

2008. 

 

In its Local Plan too, Cornwall Council strangely makes little fuss about the 

requirement to build sufficient houses to cater not just for in-migrants but for the 

growth in the second home market. Council tax figures suggested that there was 

a massive rise in second homes from 9,230 in 2000 to over 14,000 now. But 

these figures are presumably the minimum as, if owners were willing to forgo the 

council tax discount (small beer for most of them), their second home wouldn’t 

show up as such, or they could describe their properties as holiday lets in order to 

get small business relief. And as holiday lets pay business rates they don’t appear 

in the council tax listings. 

 

Anecdotal evidence suggests the number of second homes may be higher than 

the official figures imply. At Coverack for example it was claimed in 2011 that 60 

per cent of the houses were not lived in permanently (West Briton, 14 July 2011). 

A year and a half earlier in Manaccan, also on the Lizard, it was stated that 75 per 

cent of properties were second or holiday homes (This is Cornwall, 25 Jan 2010). 

In 2009 it was reported that the market for second homes had bounced back 

strongly. While general housing demand was still in the doldrums as a result of 

the recession, almost half of ‘prime properties’ in Cornwall were being sold as 

second homes (Daily Telegraph, 16 Sep 2009), fuelled by the spending of City 

boomers on asset speculation. (But there must be some mistake. Weren’t we told 

in all seriousness that the rich only spend the extra money they’re getting from 

tax reductions on creating jobs for the rest of us?) According to the Daily 

Telegraph Cornwall was a ‘lifestyle retreat’ and ‘there’s bound to be a market for 

Cornish cottages packaged for city dwellers’. ‘Packaged’? And we’re still assured 

by the planners that housing supply merely reacts to housing demand! 
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Second homes are one facet of a phenomenon that’s fast producing doughnut 

Cornwall – a tasty outer band encircling a black hole. In the desirable coastal 

zone private wealth is king. New wealth in its gleaming four by fours, jostles with 

more traditional old landed wealth, sharing its desire for social seclusion and 

locking itself away behind burglar alarmed gates and high hedges. From these 

cherished havens the inhabitants of the zone of seclusion gaze unseeingly over 

the views that lie spread out before them. Besotted by property, they own their 

little spot of land and they want to own the view as well. So the peace of the zone 

of seclusion is punctuated by the spluttering of conflict as new wealth strives to 

make its fragile arcadia into a zone of exclusion as well. Nowhere more than 

Helford Village in 2008, where a preservationist society dominated by second 

home owners forced a judicial review of a planned jetty and roadway designed to 

help local fishermen land their catch (This is Cornwall, 21 Jan 2009). For second 

home owners Cornwall is a one dimensional picture postcard, a place to enjoy the 

views they’ve bought, unsullied by economic activity. 

  
But if the zone of seclusion is one extreme then urban inland Cornwall is the 

other. The two are intimately connected, locked together in an embrace neither 

can escape. Lifestyle Cornwall creates lifestruggle Cornwall. To make the zone of 

seclusion safe for wealthy incomers a project class of regeneration ‘experts’ toils 

unceasingly to legitimate obscene numbers of new houses in the Cornish core. 

More and more people – both Cornish and less well-off incomers – are herded 

into high density areas well away from the coast. As the zone of seclusion 

consolidates its views, it turns its back on the destruction going on a few miles 

inland. For its residents, temporary or permanent, inland Cornwall might as well 

be another planet. They drive through it; they may even stop in it to shop or visit 

its tourist ‘attractions’. But it remains thoroughly alien. Meanwhile, in this hollow 

The parishes with the highest number of second homes and holiday lets in 
2012 were … 
 
St Minver Lowlands - 59% 
St Minver Highlands - 52% 
St Merryn - 52% 
St Endellion - 46% 
Poundstock - 46% 
St Tudy - 44% 
Maker with Rame - 42% 
St Just in Roseland -  41% 
St John - 39% 
Gerrans - 39% 
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zone us zombies stumble around, shell-shocked survivors of the symbolic death 

of Cornwall. 

 

The Council’s Local Plan responds to the demands of doughnut Cornwall, trying 

desperately to reduce growth rates in the areas of Cornwall that are most likely to 

be sold off to new permanent residents or to second home owners. Not of course 

that the Plan is particularly explicit either about this or its accommodation of new 

second home owners. On the former it indulges in the blatant mistruth that it’s 

continuing a ‘dispersal strategy’. And you have to look pretty hard to find any 

mention at all of the latter. However, tucked away in the lists of laughable 

reasons provided to legitimate the Council’s plans for excessive growth in each 

community network area, we find references to second homes. Well, not actually 

second home owners as such, but ‘temporary residents’. This newly coined term 

serves to give them a status more equal to ‘permanent residents’.  

I can reveal that in more than half the community network areas (10 out of 19) 

competition from ‘temporary residents’ is admitted to be pushing up the numbers 

of houses we ‘need’ to build. In Wadebridge and Padstow the problem of second 

homes can hardly be ignored. Padstow is described as ‘a popular second home 

location’ and the planners admit the horrifying fact that in this district ‘four out of 

ten homes are already occupied by temporary residents’. Does this therefore 

explain the curious fact that, despite being the one area in Cornwall which has no 

predicted population growth, there was still a ‘need’ for 1,800 more houses over 

the next 20 years? It would be nice to know how many of these 1,800 are 

earmarked for second homes. But sadly we’re not told.  

In West Penwith there is also ‘a significant level of competition between 

permanent and temporary residents … and the growth figure chosen will need to 

accommodate this level of competition’. Which really means that more houses will 

have to be built to cater for the second home market. A similar unquantified 

‘need’ to accommodate second home owners appears at St Agnes, St Blazey, 

Fowey and Lostwithiel, Liskeard and Looe and at Camelford. In the last of these 

there is ‘a great deal of competition’. At Helston and the Lizard ‘households … 

face higher levels of competition than on average … from prospective second 

home owners’. While at Bude ‘residents in this area face a great deal of 

competition for housing from the second and holiday home market and the 

growth level chosen will have to take this into account’. Meanwhile, at Hayle and 

St Ives ‘there is great deal of competition from second home owners … and the 
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number of new houses developed will need to accommodate this aspect of need’ 

(all quotations from Core Strategy CNA documents). 

 

 ‘Aspect of need’?? This strongly implies that the phrase ‘housing need’ tossed 

around with such abandon by the Local Plan and its apologists includes the ‘need’ 

to build second homes for ‘temporary residents’, not to mention all those 

unaffordable homes for new permanent residents. Obviously, this is not 

something Cornwall Council wants to go large about. Quite the opposite. But the 

next time you hear Cllr Kaczmarek and friends wittering on about meeting ‘local 

need’ remember that their definition of this includes second homes as well as in-

migration. 

In the last three chapters I’ve identified a whole Pandora’s box of factors 

predisposing policy-makers and politicians to a million-people Cornwall and to 

unsustainable population-led growth. Some of them relate to the actions of 

individuals, their backgrounds and their inability to see the wood for the trees. 

Others were more structural, such as central government policy frameworks, the 

power of the developers’ lobby, the stifling ‘common-sense’ of capitalism and 

deeply ingrained representations of Cornwall. All these go a long way toward 

explaining the slow emergence of organised opposition to the Council’s growth 

strategy and the unbelievably feeble response of the vast majority of our elected 

representatives when faced by that strategy. A proposed level of growth higher 

‘Second homes vital for local economy’. Says second home owner. 
For most of us the effect of second homes on local communities is pretty plain, 
If second home ownership is allowed to get out of control then local shops, 
pubs and post offices close and the price of property rockets well beyond local 
income levels. The life is gradually sucked out of villages which become 
merely the charming lodgings for lifestyle mag journos on a freebie or superb 
sets for supremely unfunny TV sitcoms. Such as Port Isaac for example.  
 
But the view from the second home laager is otherwise. Newspaper columnist, 
author of 40 books and Oxford chap A.N.Wilson claims that without second 
homes ‘the county [sic] would die’. Although spot the difference, as with 
second homes Cornwall will also die. 
 
Wilson was lamenting having to put his seven bedroom property in Port Isaac 
on the market for £499,999 in 2012 (Western Morning News, 22 Jun 2012). 
Which is odd because the same Mr Wilson was bemoaning putting the same 
property on the market back in 2009 for £650,000 (and it apparently at that 
time only had six bedrooms) (Country Life, 25 Aug 2009).  
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than that in the majority of Local Plans being put forward in the South West 

region of England was met by hardly a whimper until the process of determining 

the Local Plan had almost reached its finale in the summer of 2012. Why was 

opposition so slow to emerge in Cornwall? To answer that question we need to 

turn to the specific political crisis we’ve undergone over the past decade or so, 

one that has quietly and almost unnoticed eroded our democratic rights in 

Cornwall and effectively made it much harder for concerted and organised 

pressure to be applied to the runaway train of unlimited growth. 


